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Two-Stage Mixed Integer Optimization
We have the following general formulation:

z2SMILP = min Ψ(x) = min c> x + Ξ(x) ,

(1)

P1 = {x ∈ X | Ax = b, x ≥ 0}

(2)

x∈P1

x∈P1

where
is the first-stage feasible region with X =

Zr+1

×

Rn+1 −r1 .

Ξ represents the impact of future uncertainty.
The canonical form employed in stochastic programming with recourse is
Ξ(x) = Eω∈Ω [φ(hω − Tω x)] ,

(3)

φ is the second-stage value function to be defined shortly.
Tω ∈ Qm2 ×n1 and hω ∈ Qm2 represent the input to the second-stage problem for
scenario ω ∈ Ω.
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The Second-Stage Value Function
The structure of the objective function Ψ depends primarily on the structure of
the value function
φ(β) = min q> y
(RP)
y∈P2 (β)

where
P2 (β) = {y ∈ Y | Wy = β}

(4)

is the second-stage feasible region with respect to a given right-hand side β and
n2 −r2
Y = Zr+2 × R+
.
The second-stage problem is parameterized on the unknown value β of the
right-hand side.
This value is determined jointly by the realized value of ω and the values of the
first-stage decision variables.
We assume
ω follows a uniform distribution with a finite support,
P1 is compact, and
Ew∈Ω [φ(hω − Tω x)] is finite for all x ∈ X.
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What it Looks Like
Example 1
min f (x1 , x2 ) = min − 3x1 − 4x2 + E[φMILP (ω − 2x1 − 0.5x2 )]
s.t. x1 ≤ 5, x2 ≤ 5
x1 , x2 ∈ R+ ,
and ω ∈ {6, 12} with a uniform probability distribution.
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(Ex.SMP)
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Generalized Benders’ in a Nutshell
zIP =

min



c0 x + c00 y A0 x + A00 y ≥ b

(x,y)∈X×Y


min c0 x + φ(b − A0 x) ,

=

y

x∈X

5

φ(x)

where
4

φ(d) = min c00 y

3

s.t. A00 y ≥ d
2

y∈Y
1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

x

Basic Strategy:
0

0

0

00

We have X = Zr × Rn −r and X = Zr × Rn

00

−r00

.

Here, φ is the value function of a mixed integer linear program.
Benders’ algorithm is to solve a relaxation obtained by replacing φ with a lower
approximation that is then iteratively improved.
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MILP Value Function
The MILP value function is non-convex, discontinuous,and piecewise polyhedral in
general.
Example 2
7
φ(b) = min 3x1 + x2 + 3x3 + 6x4 + 7x5 + 5x6
2
s.t. 6x1 + 5x2 − 4x3 + 2x4 − 7x5 + x6 = b
x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ Z+ , x4 , x5 , x6 ∈ R+
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Benders’ Master Problem
Benders’ master problem is the aforementioned relaxation.
min

c0 x + w

subject to A0 x ≤ b0
w ≥ φ(b0 − A0 x)
x∈X
φ is a lower approximation of the value function of the second stage problem.
We have projected out the second-stage variables.
00
if Y = Rn , φ is a piece-wise linear convex function.
The classical Benders’ algorithm approximates φ as the maximum of linear dual
functions, which are the dual solutions to a linear program.
Our method follows the same outline, but our “dual functions” will need to be
non-linear.
The remainder of the talk is about our computational framework for constructing
and representing these functions.
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Dual Functions for Integer Programs
A dual function ϕ : Rm → R ∪ {±∞} is and function such that
ϕ(b) ≤ φ(b) ∀b ∈ Λ
For a particular value of b̂, the dual (strong) problem is
φD = max{ϕ(b̂) : ϕ(b) ≤ φ(b) ∀b ∈ Rm , ϕ : Rm → R ∪ {±∞}}

These functions are the discrete counterpart to the solutions to the LP dual.
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Dual Functions from Branch-and-Bound [Wolsey, 1981]
Let T be set of the terminating nodes of the tree. Then in a terminating node t ∈ T we
solve:
φt (b) = min c> x
s.t. Ax = b,

(5)

lt ≤ x ≤ ut , x ≥ 0
The dual at node t:
φt (b) = max {π t b + π t lt + π̄ t ut }
s.t. π t A + π t + π̄ t ≤ c>

(6)

π ≥ 0, π̄ ≤ 0
We obtain the following strong dual function:
ˆ t ut },
min{π̂ t b + π̂ t lt + π̄
t∈T

ˆ t ) is either an optimal solution to the dual (6) (if one exists) or an
where (π̂ t , π̂ t , π̄
appropriately chosen dual feasible solution if (6) is unbounded.
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(7)

Iterative Refinement and Warm Starting
The tree obtained from evaluating φ(b) yields a dual function strong at b.
By solving for other right-hand sides, we obtain additional dual functions that
can be aggregated.
These additional solves can be done within the same tree, eventually yielding a
single tree representing the entire function.

Node 0

Node 0

x2 = 0

x2 ≥ 1

Node 1

Node 2
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x2 ≥ 1

x2 = 0

Node 2

Node 1

x2 = 1

x2 ≥ 2

Node 3

Node 4
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Tree Representation of the Value Function
Continuing the process, we eventually generate the entire value function.
Consider the strengthened dual
t
t
t
φ∗ (β) = min q>
It yIt + φN\It (β − WIt yIt ),
t∈T

(8)

It is the set of indices of fixed variables, ytIt are the values of the corresponding
variables in node t.
φtN\It is the value function of the linear program at node t including only the
unfixed variables.
Theorem 1 Under the assumption that {β ∈ Rm2 | φI (β) < ∞} is finite, there
exists a branch-and-bound tree with respect to which φ∗ = φ.
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Example of Value Function Tree
Node 0

y3 ≥ 1

y3 = 0

Node 8

Node 1
y2 = 0

y3 = 1

y2 ≥ 1

Node 2
max{−2β, β}

Node 9
max{β + 5, g7 = −2β − 1}

Node 3
y2 = 1

y3 ≥ 2

Node 4
max{−2β + 14, β − 1}

y3 ≥ 3

Node 11
max{β + 10, g9 = −2β − 2}

Node 5
y2 = 2

Node 10
y3 = 2

y2 ≥ 2

Node 12

y2 ≥ 3

Node 7
Node 6
max{2β + 28, β − 2} −2β + 42

y3 = 3

y3 ≥ 4

Node 13
max{β + 15, −2β − 3}

Node 14
y3 = 4

y3 ≥ 5

Node 15
max{β + 20, −2β − 4}

Node 16
y3 = 5

y3 ≥ 6

Node 18
Node 17
max{β + 25, −2β − 5} β + 30
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Correspondence of Nodes and Local Stability Regions
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Generalized Benders’ Master: Variables
Notation:
T indexes the leaf nodes of the branch-and-bound tree.
I(t) are the indices of the affine functions describing the LP value function
associated with node t.
η i , αi represents the affine function indexed by i ∈ I(t) for node t ∈ T
qt,ω = maxI(t) b> η i + αi represents the evaluation of the value function of node
t in scenario ω.
ut,ω represents which of the nodes of the branch-and-bound tree is chosen as the
maximum in scenario ω.
z ω = mint∈T qt,ω represents the evaluation of the current value function
approximation for scenario ω.
x are the first-stage variables.
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Generalized Benders’ Master: Conceptual Formulation
Γk = min c> x +

X

pω z ω

ω∈Ω

s.t. z ω ≤ qt,ω

∀t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω

z ω ≥ qt,ω − Mω (1 − ut,ω )

∀t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω

qt,ω ≥ (hω − Tω x)> η i + αi
X
ut,ω = 1

∀i ∈ I(t), t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω

(MP)

∀ω ∈ Ω

t∈T

ut,ω ∈ B,

∀t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω

x ∈ X.
In this formulation, we have a single approximation from a single
branch-and-bound tree.
In theory, this is enough for a convergent algorithm, but in practice, we may want
something more complex.
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Implementation Overview
Basic Scheme
1

Solve master problem to obtain new first stage solution and lower bound.

2

Solve scenario subproblems to update value function approximation and
obtain new upper bound.

3

Terminate when upper bound equals lower bound.

As in the classical algorithm, we alternate between solving the master problem
and subproblems that update the current approximation.
The approximation may come from a single tree or a set of trees (more shortly).
We require a solver capable of exporting the dual function resulting from the
solve process.
Ideally, the solver should also be capable of iterative refinement and
warm-starting, though this is not necessary.
The SYMPHONY MILP solver has this capability.
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Computational Challenges: Maintaining Dual Functions
For the algorithm to be convergent in practice, we need to retain the dual solution
to the LP relaxation of any node that was a leaf node in some iteration.
We have several options for generating dual functions.
Options for Updating Dual Functions
Single dual function: One continuously refined function across all scenarios
(requires warm-starting all computations).
Scenario dual functions: Separate dual functions for each scenario.

In the latter case, we still have a choice between solving each scenario
subproblem from scratch or warm-starting from the tree of the previous iteration.
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Computational Challenges: Solving Subproblems
If we warm-start the computation, we still need to maintain the dual solutions of
nodes that are further refined as part of the dual function.
This include retaining all nodes that are pruned for any reason.
This is mostly a matter of bookkeeping, but it means that the LP solver
underlying the subproblem solver must be very robust.
Important! All dual information produced by the LP solver must be accurate!
Because of the rigidity of this scheme, it is not easy to integrate advanced
solution techniques
Pre-processing,
Cut generation, and
Reduced cost bound tightening.

This makes solution of the subproblem less efficient, but this is not really the
bottleneck anyway.
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Computational Challenges: Master Solver
The key to the algorithm is solving the master problem effectively.
To get the strongest possible bound, we would ideally retain every
(non-dominated) dual solution generated at any node during any subproblem
solve.
Unfortunately, this may result in severe bloating.
We have several options for dealing with this.
Options for Controlling Master Problem Size
Retain a minimal set of dual solutions (discard ones currently unneeded).
Use lazy cut generation.

Aside from the size of the formulation, the “big-M” constraints required to
model the functions are problematic.
Indicator constraints are a possible remedy for this.
So far, our efforts at enhancing solvability of the master problem haven’t had as
much impact as hoped.
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A Glimmer of Hope: Parallelism
One aspect of this scheme that is advantageous is that it is easy to parallelize.
Parallelization Options
Scenario subproblems can be solved independently in parallel.
Master problem may also be solved in parallel.

In practice, this turns out to be effective.
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Quick Example
Consider
min f (x) = min − 3x1 − 4x2 +

2
X

0.5Q(x, s)

s=1

(9)

s.t. x1 + x2 ≤ 5
x ∈ Z+
where
7
Q(x, s) = min 3y1 + y2 + 3y3 + 6y4 + 7y5
2
1
s.t. 6y1 + 5y2 − 4y3 + 2y4 − 7y5 = h(s) − 2x1 − x2
2
y1 , y2 , y3 ∈ Z+ , y4 , y5 ∈ R+
with h(s) ∈ {−4, 10}.
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(10)

Example
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SSLP Instances
We apply the algorithm to the SSLP test instances from SIPLIB. The instances have
the following properties. The last column shows the deterministic equivalent solution
time in seconds.
Instance
sslp-5-25(25)
sslp-5-25(50)
sslp-5-25(100)
sslp-10-50(50)
sslp-10-50(100)
sslp-15-45(5)
sslp-15-45(10)

cons
751
1501
3001
3001
6001
301
601

DEP
bin
3130
6255
12505
25010
50010
3390
6765

int
125
250
500
500
1000
75
150

2nd Stage
cons bin
30
130
30
130
30
130
60
510
60
510
60
690
60
690

int
5
5
5
10
10
15
15

Time (s)
3.17
4.22
14.34
3600+
3600+
3600+
1088.69

% Gap
0
0
0
70
15
1
0

Table: The deterministic equivalent of SSLP instances

where “DEP” and “2nd Stage” correspond to the deterministic equivalent and the
second stage problems and “cons”, “bins” and “int” respectively represent the number
of constraints, binary variables and general integer variables in the corresponding
problem.
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SSLP Instances
Instance
sslp-5-25(25)
sslp-5-25(50)
sslp-5-25(100)
sslp-10-50(50)
sslp-10-50(100)
sslp-15-45(5)
sslp-15-45(10)

Iteration
16
18
18
8
8
7
26

Size
(2493, 3639)
(789, 1821)
(1322, 3410)
(40K, 71K)
(74K, 125K)
(29K, 56K)
(17K, 29K)

Time (s)
182.58
12.16
27.91
-

%Gap
0
0
0
23
9
99
52

Table: Generalized Benders’ algorithm applied to SSLP instances

The results are generated using the MILP solver SYMPHONY version WS
revision 2522 and CPLEX 12.5.
The tests were performed on a 16-core Linux box with 800 MHz AMD
processors and 31 GB RAM compiled with g++.
SSLP 10 and 15 runs were in parallel using 16 cores, other runs sequential.
The “Gap%” column refers to the relative gap between the upper bound and
lower bound of the Generalized Benders’ algorithm.
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Analysis

Getting this all to work well is a PITA!
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Analysis
So far, we have been unable to beat straightforward solution of the deterministic
equivalent.
We’ve tried some obvious things that haven’t really worked (yet):
Algorithm Fails
Lazy constraint generation in solving master
Indicator constraints in solving master
Warm-starting of subproblem solves

On the other hand, parallelization does seem to be a win.
The master has a lot of structure and we still conjecture that a custom-tuned
algorithm should be able to compete with the DEP.
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Where Do We Go From Here?
The Benders approach has not been very successful at solving large SMILPs in
its pure form.
By merging ideas from other algorithm frameworks (convexification), we think
we can improve the algorithm substantially.
However, the real goal of this work has been to solve even more general
problems that have no deterministic equivalent.
With very little tweaking, this general approach can work for bilevel programs.
We are expecting better results (comparatively) in that arena.
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Conclusions and Future Work
We have developed an algorithm for the two-stage problem with general mixed
integer variables in both stages.
The algorithm uses the Benders’ framework with B&B dual functions as the
optimality cuts.
Solving the master problem is the bottleneck.
There are still many questions to be answered about how to make all of this as
efficient as possible.
We will soon apply this framework the more general setting of bilevel
programming.
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